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Foreword from the Director of Research Services, Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of Indonesia

The Excellency Ambassador of Germany to Indonesia
Distinguished Head of Division for Asia the Alex
Distinguished Rector of Universitas Pembangunan
Distinguished Humboldt Fellows,
Distinguished national and international scientists

The Directorate of Research and Community Service and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia, Scientist for Indonesia and the Humboldt Fellow in cooperation with the Universitas Pembangunan Center for Urban Studies.

Sustainable development of cities and society of a Republic of Indonesia. It is the duty of scientists, for further development of science for society through development of science for further development of science, sustainability, and international cooperation. The research are the keys to tackle the 21st century challenges to multidisciplinary and even interdisciplinarily approaches.
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Foreword from the Director of Research and Community Services, Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of Indonesia

The Excellency Ambassador of Germany to Indonesia, ASEAN and Timor-Leste,
Distinguished Head of Division for Asia and the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation,
Distinguished Rector of Universitas Pembangunan Jaya,
Distinguished Humboldt Fellows,
Distinguished national and international scientists and academics, ladies and gentlemen

The Directorate of Research and Community Services of the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia congratulates the Humboldt Ambassador Scientist for Indonesia and the Humboldt Fellows Indonesia to hold the 3rd Humboldt Kolleg in cooperation with the Universitas Pembangunan Jaya (UPJ) and the Pembangunan Jaya Center for Urban Studies.

Sustainable development of cities and society has been the concern of the government of the Republic of Indonesia. It is the duty of scientists and academician to contribute to solve the problem for society through development of science and technology and to open the horizon for further development of frontier research. Now days, networking and collaboration in research are the keys to tackle the 21st century challenges which are multifaceted and required to multidisciplinary and even interdisciplinary approaches.

I, as the Director of Research and Community Services, the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of Indonesia, am fully support and encourage the idea to organize this multidisciplinary conference. The fellows of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation are of high reputation both in scientific field and in the position at their institution in ASEAN that is strategic for development of academic atmosphere. The challenge is how to join our forces together to make strong regional and international network to develop science, technology and higher education system. I believe that during this three days’ conference, these challenges will be address and discussed by the Humboldt Fellows and other participants.

Once again, the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of Indonesia (KEMENRISTEKDIKTI) congratulates to Humboldt Fellows and all participants for the success of the 3rd Humboldt Kolleg. I wish you all the best and success in building network as well as in the discussion to give contribution to develop science and technology of ASEAN countries.

Sincerely yours,

Prof. Dr. Ocky Karna Radjasa, M.Sc.
Director of Research and Community Services
Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education
Consumer behavioral changes in these days demanding many organizations to change in order to survive in the ever more harsh business competition. One of the changes in consumer behavior is a shift from the interest to read printed-books towards the interest to read books in digital forms. KG is one of the leading mass-media company in Indonesia, has done some changes in their organization to accommodate consumers leaving printed-media towards digital-media. Organizational changes being done through product diversification, wish is printed and digital-media using MMM (multimedia, multichannel, and multiplatform) business strategy concept. Business strategy changes also demand changes from the employees, starting from their competence, work-flow, all the way to the products. However unlike what they hoping for from the business strategy change, in reality, not that many reporter who fulfill the new business strategy demands. Many complains were sent in regarding organizational changes, so much so that it's very obvious there's a resistance regarding the changes being done. The purpose of this article is to find out the reason for the resistance in KG editorial department. The method used in this research is a mixed-method, which is a combination of qualitative-method and quantitative-method. Qualitative-method is used through interview on the members from HRD and all of the employees in editorial department, starting from the reporters all the way to chief-editor. Meanwhile, quantitative-method is used through commitment to change-scale to confirm the result from the interview session. The result shows that 58.62% of the employees in KG editorial department have a low commitment to change, also 72.41% of the employees have a low affective commitment to change. From the result of this research, there's a chance of further research and intervention in order to support the implementation of organizational change being done in KG.

Keywords: commitment to change, organizational change, business strategy, consumer behavior